
sisal
and sisal + cotton buffs

art. 1106 4 layers

ventilated buffs

art. 1106 4 layers
with impregnation type GREY

art. 1106 4 layers
with impregnation type GREEN

- external Ø:  250-600 mm.
- internal bore:  55-230 mm.
- layers:  2, 4, 6, 8
- cloth types:  only sisal: for shaped aluminium profiles; achieve a semi-bright finish.
   sisal+cotton: for all metals; achieve a semi-bright finish; thanks to the presence
   of cotton cloth the buff has longer life.
   They can be impregnated to increase life and cutting power.
   impregnated sisal+cotton.
   impregnated sisal+treated cotton.
- assembly:  PV = light ventilation
   NV = normal ventilation
   MV = heavy ventilation
- articles reference: 1106 only sisal, 4-6-8 layers
   1101 sisal+cotton, 2 layers
   1102 sisal+cotton, 4 layers
   1105 sisal+treated cotton GOLDEN GG, 4 layers
   1107 TP impregnated sisal+treated cotton GOLDEN GG, 4 layers
- applications:  for polishing operations on aluminium profiles, aluminium and stainless steel sheets,
   pipes and tubes, shaped pieces, etc.

Various combinations with abrasive compounds can achieve different rate of bright and mirror finishes.

We can realize special dimensions at request.

standard dimensions

external ø

250 mm.

300 mm.

350 mm.

400 mm.

450-500 mm.

internal bore

55-80 mm.

55-80-110 mm.

80-110-130 mm.

80-130-150-180 mm.

130-150-180 mm.

600 mm. 180-230 mm.

The sisal cloth come from the agave plant, which grows in South Africa and South America.

Sisal is a strong fibre very suitable for the polishing of metal surfaces.

The choise of first quality fibres for polishing and semi-bright finishing is the guarantee for effective and lasting tools.

The mops made up of sisal cloth are particularly suitable for polishing operations that follow the

grinding process (with abrasive cloth items) and are used with aggressive cutting compounds.

The sisal buffs are generally subjected to impregnations (details at page 22) to achieve a better cohesion of the 

fibres, better consistency and longer life.

The presence of the cotton mixed to sisal cloth (the cotton cloth is lined on sisal cloth through various stitches to 

strengthen), reduces the unravelling of the sisal, increases its life, improves the retention of the compound and gives 

a particular semi-bright finish.

Also the sisal+cotton buffs are generally impregnated (details at page 22) to obtain a better structure of the fibres, 

higher consistency and longer life.
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art. 1102 
with impregnation type GREEN

art. 1102 
with impregnation type LIGHT BLUE

art. 1102 
with impregnation type BLU

art. 1102 
with impregnation type YELLOW

art. 1102 
with impregnation type GREY

Sisal+cotton buffs for cutlery

Polishing of aluminium profiles

Polishing of sinks with 
ventilated buffs

pleated sisal buffs

art. 1120

art. 1118 ø 1600 mm.

art. 1118 detail

art. 1102

art. 1118 ø 960 mm.

buffs for cutlery

- external Ø:  80-220 mm. 
- internal bore:		 19/6, 20, 24/6, 25 mm.
- layers:	  2-4
- cloth types:	  sisal, sisal+cotton
- articles references: 1314 only sisal, 2 layers
   1345	only sisal, 4 layers
   1313 sisal+cotton, 2 layers
   1344 sisal+cotton, 4 layers
- applications:	  for polishing and bright finishing cutlery  
   (spoons, forks, knives, etc.)

To know the full range of articles for polishing and bright finishing 

of cutlery, see also:

- simple sections cotton buffs, ventilated cotton buffs, 
  stitched cotton buffs   

- plaited sisal buffs   

- plaited sisal brushes   

The pleated sisal buffs are used almost exclusively on automatic machines for polishing and bright finishing of shaped 
pieces.
Each single layer is folded in a “Z” shape (pleated) and then arranged around the centre in different ways:
- standard (ST)  =  for buffs with metal seam (ring), result: rigid buffs
- spiral (SP)   = for big diameter buffs, result: more flexible buffs

a) pleaTed bUFFS 
    WITH MeTal SeaM

- pleat:   STANDARD (ST)
- external Ø:  250-500 mm. 
- internal bore:  50-230 mm.
- standard layers: 1x2
- cloth types:  only sisal: for semi-bright finish of 
   aluminium profiles 
   sisal+cotton: for heavy roughing work, 
   thanks to the high removal rate.
   These buffs can be impregnated (details at page 22), 
   for longer life and higher cutting power.
- articles reference: 1121 only sisal, produces a semi-bright finish
   1120 sisal+cotton, made up with sisal and lined with cotton, which increases consistency, 
   hardness and abrasiveness.
- applications:  for polishing of shaped aluminium profiles.

b) SpIRal pleaTed bIG dIaMeTeR 
    bUFFS FOR RObOT

- pleat:   SPIRAL (SP)
- external Ø:  700-960-1600 mm. with cardboard centre
- internal bore:  at request
- layers:  1x2, 1x3
- cloth types:  TP impregnated sisal +
   treated cotton GOLDEN GG
- article reference: 1118 
- applications:  for robotics heavy roughing work on small 
   shaped pieces of all metals. These buffs have
   the advantage to combine the long lifetime
   (thanks to the impregnated sisal and treated
   cotton cloth) with the complete respect for 
   the polishing machine parts (in particular for the 
   clamping fixtures).
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All the above buffs are generally subjected to impregnations.


